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Abstract: Taxi mobility data plays an important role in understanding urban mobility in the context
of urban traffic. Specifically, the taxi is an important part of urban transportation, and taxi trips reflect
human behaviors and mobility patterns, allowing us to identify the spatial variety of such patterns.
Although taxi trips are generated in the form of network flows, previous works have rarely considered
network flow patterns in the analysis of taxi mobility data; Instead, most works focused on point
patterns or trip patterns, which may provide an incomplete snapshot. In this work, we propose a
novel approach to explore the spatial-temporal patterns of taxi travel by considering point, trip and
network flow patterns in a simultaneous fashion. Within this approach, an improved network kernel
density estimation (imNKDE) method is first developed to estimate the density of taxi trip pick-up
and drop-off points (ODs). Next, the correlation between taxi service activities (i.e., ODs) and land-use
is examined. Then, the trip patterns of taxi trips and its corresponding routes are analyzed to reveal
the correlation between trips and road structure. Finally, network flow analysis for taxi trip among
areas of varying land-use types at different times are performed to discover spatial and temporal
taxi trip ODs from a new perspective. A case study in the city of Shenzhen, China, is thoroughly
presented and discussed for illustrative purposes.

Keywords: pick-up and drop-off points (ODs); network kernel density estimation (NKDE); land-use
data; map-matching

1. Introduction

Urban mobility data are of significant importance to urban development and play an important role
in understanding urban traffic system [1,2], typically include taxi trajectories [3,4], bus trajectories [5],
smart card records for transportation [6], bike sharing trajectories [7,8] and other public transport
systems (underground, tramway, railway, etc). Among them, the taxi is an important part of urban
transportation, and the taxi trips reflect human behaviors and mobility patterns, allowing us to identify
the spatial variety of mobility patterns. Specifically, point patterns, trip patterns, and network flow
patterns offer a valuable opportunity to get valuable insights in taxi mobility, which is one of the most
important parts of urban mobility [9]. It is important for the urban traffic application nowadays.

It is essential to understand the insights that mobility data imply. Taxi mobility research has
been primarily focusing on the following three aspects. First, most studies mainly considered point
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patterns, such as taxi trajectories, which can give relevant insight into the passengers’ behavior [10,11],
trip purposes [12,13], and spatial patterns [14,15]. Second, some studies further considered trip patterns,
such as leveraged taxi trips, whose pick-up and drop-off points (ODs) [16] are used for spatial pattern
analysis and identification of trip purpose and spatial distribution. Note, in this paper, we define the
locations of pick-up events as Os, the locations of drop-off events as Ds, the pairs of O and D are ODs.
Third, few studies considered network flow patterns, and many methodologies generally extracted
one single pattern for exploitation [17,18].

While examining point patterns, it is important to explore the relationship between land-use
types and human mobility data [19], as human activities are closely related to land-use types [20].
Many studies have traced the human’s travel behaviors based on land-use types [9,10]. The existing
inverse relationship between human activities and land-use types (i.e., extracting land-use categories
from residential activities) has triggered many studies [16,17,21,22]. Multiple features extracted
from taxi trajectory data, such as the outflow, inflow, net flow (inflow−outflow) and net flow
ratio ([inflow − outflow]/[inflow + outflow]) can support land-use classification [23,24]. For example,
Ge et al. proposed an integration framework to fuse multiple features and increase the accuracy of
land-use classification [25]. These taxi trajectory-based features were computed with a grid cell-based
method, and the taxi trajectory data were not converted into a road network space. The impact of
different land-use and districts on taxi trip ODs may vary in time series. Understanding the relationship
between land-use and taxi service activities can provide relevant insights about how to optimize
transport planning.

Previously, the network kernel density estimation (NKDE) algorithm, which considers a kernel
density function based on road network distance instead of the Euclidean distance, was used to
analyze the point events along road networks [26]. The analysis based on NKDE can provide more
precise patterns in network-related scenarios, offering information about the most densely occupied
road network segments around point events. While NKDE has been widely used to examine traffic
accidents [27], economic activities [28], central business districts [29], and the accessibility of points
of interest (POIs) [30], few studies have leveraged it for exploring the spatial patterns of ODs along
road networks.

In trip patterns, many studies leveraged taxi trip ODs to analyze the characteristics [16].
An important research area is to discover people’s behavioral patterns by analyzing the taxi trip ODs.
Such ODs, computed from the taxi track data, have been explored for trip pattern analysis, trip purpose
and spatial distribution by means of integrated spatiotemporal geographic information system (GIS)
toolkits. Meanwhile, taxi services are one of the most important driving activities, and have been
widely used to quantify transport characteristics [31]. For example, transportation theory demonstrates
that drivers minimize travel time for route choice behavior [32], and some studies found that taxi
trajectories can give relevant insights into passengers’ behavior [10,11], trip purposes [12,13], and spatial
patterns [14–16], henceforth drawing plenty of attention for research.

In fact, taxi trips are generated in a network flow, which is more intuitive to analyze the spatial
travel under the network flow patterns. Network flow considers locations, links, and the interaction
between locations by the number of links [33]. Shen et al. aim to uncover spatial and temporal patterns
such as people’s location characteristics and space-time movements (whose trends vary over time)
through the analysis of a large volume of taxi data. Liu et al. proposed a spatially-embedded network
model to discover intra-city spatial interactions [21].

To sum up, existing works only consider one kind of spatial pattern. Since the taxi mobility data
itself is available in point frame format, and the associated human behavior is in network frame format,
it is natural and essential to analyze spatial patterns via the three sources of information. In this work,
we pursue the integration of point patterns, trip patterns, and network flow patterns to provide a better
identification and understanding of the spatial variety of taxi mobility data. Specifically, we propose to
identify the spatial variety of travel patterns from taxi mobility data by considering the point, trip and
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network aspects, simultaneously. In order to achieve this goal, there are three challenging issues that
need to be addressed, as detailed below:

(1) First of all, although much progress has been made in the literature regarding the relationship
between land-use and transportation (good performance has been reported from spatial
distributions, spatial statistics, and spatial analytics), there are few studies focused on the
relationship between taxi spatial patterns and land-use. With this consideration in mind,
we propose a new method, called improved network kernel density estimation (imNKDE),
which is able to estimate the OD density efficiently from a large amount of taxi trajectory
data, and to further identify the spatial patterns from OD density and land-use data via
Poisson regression.

(2) The relationships and spatial characteristics of a taxi trip and its corresponding routes have not
been sufficiently investigated, and these items are helpful to find the distribution of the hottest
road segments. While a taxi trip with passengers likely follows the shortest route, i.e., the shortest
path [32], the trip eventually selected by a taxi driver may be impacted by various factors of the
road network and structure, such as travel time, travel speed, the number of road lanes and left
turns, and the proportion of highways. As such, it is still unclear to what extent a taxi trip follows
the shortest path. Here, we propose the use of trip patterns to measure the relationship between
taxi trips and taxi routes based on their similarities. A regression model is introduced to further
investigate the potential factors that may affect the taxi driver’s choices for taxi trips.

(3) Another important issue that we consider is that the current network flow is designed for
integrating point analytics, which is not suitable for trip analytics. As mentioned, trip patterns
are essential; however, previous studies did not show the spatial relationship between long
and short taxi trips. Therefore, further network flow analytics should be considered to
reveal the distance-based effects among taxi trips. In this work, we propose to use network
flow pattern analytics for modeling the differences between taxi trip ODs and land-use data.
More specifically, we use inter-zonal based and inner-zonal based spatial interaction analysis to
capture these differences.

A case study in the city of Shenzhen, China, has been selected for validation purposes. The taxi
mobility data, along with the land-use data and road network data are considered. The main
contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

(1) An improved NKDE (imNKDE) is proposed to process a large amount of taxi trajectories for the
estimation of OD density.

(2) By jointly considering the taxi trip ODs and road network data, it is observed that taxi drivers
prefer roads with more lanes or highways.

(3) We identify network flow patterns which are used to discover spatial interactions between
different districts and land-use.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related works.
Section 3 introduces the research data. Section 4 describes the methodology for identifying spatial
patterns for urban mobility data. Detailed results and analyses are given in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper with some remarks and hints at plausible future research lines.

2. Related Work

2.1. Point Patterns for Taxi Trajectory Analytics

Mobility data fostered one of the most emerging and active innovation areas for sustainable
urban transport [34–37]. Taxi trajectories represent an important road-based mobility data source.
Zhou et al. analyzed the urban functional structures and people’s activities by using functionally
critical network locations based on taxi trajectories [38]. Functional regions can be defined by taxi
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trajectories, using clustering methods [39–42]. Nevertheless, focusing on the taxi trip ODs may lead to a
loss of transport information on the whole trip, thus overlooking shortest path properties along the trip
and routes. Correspondingly, it is essential to conduct spatial analytics for taxi trajectory events along
road networks. NKDE has been widely used to detect urban hotspots along road networks based on
taxi trajectories [43–45]. Delso et al. proposed an integrated model to measure the pedestrian-habitat
suitability of streets [46]. Land-use type also has strong relationships with taxi trajectories. Pan et al.
proposed an improved clustering algorithm to perform land-use classification using taxi data [24],
however, this work did not consider taxi trip ODs along road networks and did not identify the spatial
patterns between ODs and land-use types. Traffic volume or trip length have been used to explain
traffic volume or trip length (from a land-use perspective) by analyzing the dependence between
human’s behaviors and land-use types [47,48].

2.2. Taxi Trip Patterns Analytics

Understanding route choice behavior of taxi trajectories is essential to sustainable urban transport.
Wardrop’s transportation theory demonstrates that drivers minimize travel time for route choice
behavior [33]. Following the shortest path is one of the major features of human route choice behavior,
because the shortest path potentially exhibits the minimum travel time [34]. However, Yao et al. found
that taxi drivers tend to choose the route with faster travel speed, less left turns and more proportion
of highways (only considering 221 taxi trips in Beijing) [49]. Sun et al. showed that travel distance,
travel time and road preference have high influence on taxi drivers’ route choices (e.g., Shenzhen taxi
trajectory data [50]). The total number of taxi trips in Sun et al.’s work was around 4000, which is much
smaller than the total trips in real-world taxi trajectory scenarios. In turn, the multinomial logistic
regression model has been used to model route choice, which is relatively influenced by actual travel
time [51]. As mentioned before, taxi drivers tend to choose the path with the shortest distance or fastest
time [51,52]. As a result, it is critical to discover which taxi trips (with passengers) follow the shortest
path in the presence of different factors, using larger-scale taxi trajectory data sets.

2.3. Network Flow Pattern for Taxi Trajectory Analytics

The taxi network flow considers locations, links, and the interaction between locations by the
number of links [53]. Visualization of the network flow for taxi trips (using grid-cell based counting)
has the potential to reflect the spatial interactions among different parts [53,54], but this method
only considers the properties of taxi trajectories. Yang et al. proposed a flow map method called
MapLinks for analyzing ODs [55]. The OD-Wheel method revealed some details of local patterns
in taxi trajectories [56]. Further research is needed towards the inclusion of network flows in taxi
mobility patterns.

3. Study Area and Dataset

3.1. Study Area

Shenzhen city in Guangdong province, China, is selected as our study area. Shenzhen is located in
the southeast of China, adjacent to Hong Kong (see Figure 1). As a special economic zone and a modern
metropolitan city in China, Shenzhen, is one of the first-tier cities in China. Meanwhile, Shenzhen is
one of the most economically efficient cities in mainland China. The Luohu district, Nanshan district
and Futian district are the central districts as the administration, finance, culture, and information
centers of the Shenzhen city. In the end of 2019, there are nine administrative districts and one new
district. The total area of Shenzhen is 1997.47 square kilometers, with a built-up area of 927.96 square
kilometers. Its permanent population is 13,438,800. As one of the most densely populated cities in
China, there is a strong traffic fluidity in Shenzhen. The 2019 digital representation of Shenzhen
road network is composed of 72,357 road segments and 51,074 network nodes, as available from an
OpenStreetMap (http://www.openstreetmap.org/) using OSMnx [57,58] (see Figure 2).

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure 2. Digital representation of road network in Shenzhen.

3.2. Taxi Mobility Data

The taxi mobility data in Shenzhen is generated in this work from the STL dataset
(https://github.com/cbdog94/STL) in [59]. Table 1 describes the metadata for this dataset. This taxi
mobility dataset was collected in September 2009. The taxi mobility data used in this study mainly
focused on the downtown area.

https://github.com/cbdog94/STL
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Table 1. Data description for Shenzhen taxi mobility data.

Attribute of the Dataset Description of the Dataset Information

Data size 35.16 GB Total size of the taxi mobility data
Number of taxies 7475 Total number of taxies in the whole dataset

Number of Taxi Trajectories 6,068,516 Total number of taxi trajectories

Sampling rate 10–30 s Interval time between two adjacent global
positioning system (GPS) records

Each record for taxi movement contains the taxi ID, time, longitude, latitude, speed, direction,
occupied status, and other information. Table 2 shows a description of each record for the Shenzhen
taxi dataset.

Table 2. Description for one record in the Shenzhen Taxi dataset.

Field Name Format Sample Value

Taxi id string B001B1
Time string 2009-09-23 21:39:45

Longitude float number 114.06316
Latitude float number 22.52787

Speed integer (km/hour) 26
Direction integer 0

Occupied integer (1-with passenger,
0-without) 1

Other integer number 0

Figure 3 shows the heat map of the taxi trajectories for the Shenzhen taxi dataset with passengers
occupied. In this figure, the road network can be clearly observed. The taxi trajectories are aligned to
road segments, and the study area has spatially varying color distributions.
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3.3. Land-Use Data

Thirteen types are considered for the land-use data, including apartments, business, culture,
education, facility, grassland, health, parking, sightseeing, sports, subway, transport, water and others
(Figure 4). Shenzhen is one of the “sponge cities” (on a pilot list) in China. An important aspect is that
the “sponge city” pilots contain plenty of grassland and water. The land-use types with grassland and
water are also considered in this study. The apartment data were generated from the map-overlay result
from the building dataset and facility layer. The land-use data were collected in 2014. It was obtained
from Shenzhen municipal planning and land resources commission and Shenzhen municipal statistics
bureau. According to [60], the construction land in the downtown area, especially the transportation
land, has developed slowly since the year of 2009. In this area, the transportation land is mainly
expanded to the periphery and surrounding area. Besides, as aforementioned, the taxi mobility data
mainly focused on the downtown area, which has minor changes from 2009 to 2014 from both aspects
of land-use types and transportation structures. Therefore, even the land-use data used in this study
were collected in 2014, its transportation land, especially in the downtown area has a small change
compared with that in 2009. It is therefore appropriate to use land-use data from 2014 and taxi trip
data from 2009 for the taxi trip patterns analysis.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x 9 of 26 
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4. Methodology

In this section, we present the proposed methodology for identifying multiple mobility patterns in
Shenzhen. For illustrative purpose, the workflow adopted for discovering spatial-temporal patterns is
demonstrated in Figure 5. First, pick-up points (Os), drop-off points (Ds), OD-trips and time series data
are obtained from taxi datasets. In this study, the spatial-temporal patterns of taxi trip are unfolded from
three aspects: point patterns, trip patterns and network flow patterns. For point patterns, we propose
an imNDKE method to estimate OD densities based on ODs and road network. In order to reveal
the point patterns of taxi trip, OLS method is used to simulate the relationship between land-use and
O density and D density, respectively. For trip patterns, related with the road network, we calculate
the shortest-paths for OD trips. Next, to analyze the relationship between taxi trip and shortest-path,
the coincidence rate (CR) of an OD trip and the corresponding shortest-path is calculated. Meanwhile,
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the spatial distribution of “hot road” is also demonstrated. For network flow patterns, the network
flow among different districts is obtained from the spatial and temporal analysis of Os, Ds, OD-trips
and time series. We design a chord diagram to visualize flows and quantify flow data. Based on the
methods mentioned above, the spatial and temporal patterns of taxi trip are analyzed from the point,
trip and network flow patterns.
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x 10 of 26 
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4.1. Preprocessing: Computing ODs and Map Matching

The taxi trip ODs are generated in the geo-processing step. The taxi data are cleaned and
pre-processed by using spatial operations, in which when the occupied feature has an abnormal status
(i.e., the value is neither 0 nor 1), or when the taxi stopped by the same location for more than 10 min,
the data record is removed from consideration. Then, we perform the extraction of the taxi trip OD
from the occupied status of each trajectory as follows:

• If the previous state for the taxi trajectory is not occupied (without passengers) and the current
status of the taxi trajectory is occupied (with passengers), then the current taxi trajectory is the
potential pick-up point (O).

• If the passenger status of the previous taxi trajectory is occupied and the current trajectory is not
occupied at the next tracking point, then the previous track point is an alternative drop-off point
(D).

• If the time interval between O and D is smaller than a minimum time t (5 min), this OD pair
is ignored due to the reason that the time taken by the passenger is too short, and we assume
that a single passenger occupied task cannot be completed within this period. With this in mind,
the obtained taxi trip ODs are illustrated in Figure 6.

Then, we perform map matching operators for the taxi trajectories onto the road network, using a
hidden Markov model (HMM) [61,62]. The efficient shortest path algorithm is frequently used in
map-matching and taxi trip analytics along the road network. As the A* algorithm, one of the popular
shortest path algorithms, performs very well in comparison with other methods in real-word road
networks [63,64], we use a bidirectional A* Dijkstra algorithm with binary heap. Note that, if one
record of the taxi trajectory does not have one map matching result, this record will be ignored.
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4.2. An Improved Network Kernel Density Estimation (imNKDE)

In this section, we first briefly introduce the traditional network kernel density estimation (NKDE)
method. Then, we detailed the estimation of the ODs’ density by using our proposed imNKDE method,
and the detection of the spatial taxi mobility patterns between the taxi data and land-use data along
the road networks.

4.2.1. NKDE

The KDE (a nonparametric method) is used for data surface estimation [65,66]. The kernel function
analysis is essentially a weighted distance method. It is based on the idea that the influence of distant
point on the target grid is less than the influence of relatively close point. In the kernel function
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estimation function, the factors affecting the kernel function estimation are the type of the kernel
function and the radius of kernel function search. There are many types of kernel functions, such as
Gaussian, uniform kernel, triangular kernel, and gamma kernel. The Gaussian function is the most
commonly used in the literature. Xie and Yan argued that using different kernel functions has little
effect on the result of the density estimation [67]. From the influence factors of the kernel estimation
function, the search radius has a more significant influence on the kernel estimation result than the use
of different kernel functions.

Based on KDE, NKDE is widely used to identify the hotspots and evaluate ODs along with the
road network. The bandwidth for NKDE has important influence in the detection of the smoothness of
the spatial patterns, in which it is observed that the narrow bandwidths (between 20 and 250 m) are
more appropriate for identifying local effects at smaller scales [67]. Let NKDE(x) be the network kernel
density estimation in a point x. Then we can obtain NKDE(x) as the sum of the different densities of
the individual kernels for each point [68], as shown in Equation (1):

NKDE(x) =
∑n

i=1
Kyi(x), (1)

where yi is the O/D point event, with i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and n is the total number of all O/D points. Kyi

is the kernel function of point yi. Kyi(x) is the value at a point x of different kernels for each point,
and NKDE(x) is the value of NKDE at a point x. In this study, following previous research, we choose
the Gaussian kernel. Notice that, the NKDE value at an O/D point of the road network presents the
OD density.

4.2.2. ImNKDE

Our proposed improved NKDE (imNKDE) method aims at tackling the problem of large amounts
of taxi datasets, so as to efficiently achieve the OD density. When the number of trajectories is huge,
the procedure of querying each road edge and nearby taxi events is time-consuming and challenging
for the NKDE method. Actually for the OD density estimation, in practice we compute the densities
for the pick-up (O) events and drop-off (D) events individually which means that, for each location,
its density estimation is independently estimated with regards to the other locations. Quite opposite,
in our work we propose to estimate the OD densities of the subareas via NKDE, as it is observed
that NKDE is very efficient when the number of trajectories is relatively small. More specifically,
we divide the whole road network into different sub-networks and introduce a shared-memory parallel
computing approach to estimate the OD densities for each subarea. Suppose we have n road network
edges, we divide the road network edges into k parts (k equals to the number of threads). All threads
simultaneously execute the density estimation via NKDE, where a shared memory parallel computing
method (in which different threads share the spatial indices of taxi events) is proposed for efficient
processing. After running all the computing tasks for each road edge and querying nearby taxi events,
we aggregate the results as the final OD density. The parameters for the imNKDE method are set as
follows. The search radius for the Gaussian kernel function is set to 200 m. The equal split method is
chosen with ten segments over road network [26].

Figure 7 demonstrates the characteristic of NKDE and imNKDE methods, and the difference
between them. As shown in Figure 7, for NKDE, the O and D events are calculated individually for the
whole area. Due to the large amount of data, and the complex network structure, it is time-consuming
for the estimation. To improve the calculation efficiency, we divide the road network into different
segments, and estimate the O and D density at the same time for different segments in our proposed
imNKDE. Specifically, in order to improve the efficiency and avoid the loss of spatial information while
decomposing the road network, OD densities for each segments are calculated with a shared memory
parallel computing method. Next, the OD densities of segments have been aggregated to obtain the
final OD densities. In general, compared with the original NKDE, our proposed imNKDE method has
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significantly improved the efficiency while achiving the same results for OD densities estimation with
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Finally, we use the proposed imNKDE to explore the relationship between taxi trip and land-use.
Herein we consider the taxi trip OD density, and land-use data. Poisson regression is used to explore
the relationship between the imNKDE and the land-use. For the relationship analysis, the imNKDE
value is snapped into the 500 m * 500 m grid-based dataset. Then, the land-use type value is aggregated
to the grid-based dataset. The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression is a simple and effective
multivariate regression method to estimate unknown factors for Poisson regression. The formulation
for the OLS model is defined by Equation (2):

r = β0 +
∑m

k=1
βkxk + ε, (2)

where r is the dependent variable, i.e., the land-use type, β0 is the intercept, m is the number of
independent variables, xk is the independent variable, βk is the corresponding estimated coefficient,
and ε is the residual. Here, we calculate the relationship between taxi trip OD density and different
land-use types respectively. Therefore, for different land-use types, r is imNKDE value, i.e., O density
or D density. As we only consider the land-use type as independent variable, here, m = 1, and x1 is the
land-use type, thus β1 is used as the coefficient between land-use and imNKDE in the following parts.

If the p-value for the OLS result between the imNKDE and the land-use type is less than 0.05,
then the variables are significant in affecting imNKDE in the regression. If the coefficient for the
regression result is positive, the grids with high percentage of land-use values have high imNKDE.

4.3. The Taxi Trip Patterns in Shenzhen (Metropolis)

The taxi trips and routes are used to describe the trip patterns. In this study, we analyze the
difference between actual taxi trip and the corresponding shortest path, which is calculated considering
the distance. The coincidence rate (CR) is considered to describe the relationship between a taxi
trip and a shortest path. Let T = {t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tm} be the taxi trip that is map-matched from the taxi
trajectory, where tk is the road segment for the taxi trip, m is the number of road segments for the taxi
trip; let S = {s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn} be the corresponding shortest path, where si is the road segment for the
shortest path, n is the number of road segments for the shortest path; P = S∩ T =

{
p1, . . . , p j, . . . , pnc

}
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be the intersection of set S and T, with p j being the road segment where passed by both the shortest
path and the actual taxi trip, and nc the number of these road segments. Then we have CR as follows:

CR(T, S) =

∑
p j∈P Lp j∑
si∈S Lsi

, (3)

where Lsi denotes the length of road segment si, and Lp j denotes the length of road segment p j.
The value of CR ranges from 0 to 1. When the CR value is 1, it means that the taxi trip is the same
as the shortest path. When the CR value is 0, it indicates that there is no overlapping between a taxi
trip and the shortest path. Here we also use the OLS for analysis purposes. If the p-value for the
OLS result between the value on road segments and the frequency of the taxi trips is less than 0.05,
which means the route choice is strongly dependent on the properties of the road network, instead of
the shortest path.

4.4. Network Flow Patterns

In this work, we use the proposed imNKDE with the network flow method, to detect the temporal
patterns for taxi OD-trips among different regions. Taxi data are essential for understanding interaction
patterns among different regions. The network flow among different districts can reveal the flow of taxi
movement patterns. A chord diagram, representing network flows or connections between network
nodes, has been designed for visualizing flows, using circular plots to quantify flow data [69,70].
Each component is represented by a fragment on the outer part of the circular layout. Then, network
flow arcs are drawn between each pair of the network nodes. The width of the arc is proportional to
the size of the network flow.

As the chord diagram can reveal the taxi trips’ interactions among different regions, a network
flow matrix is built among different districts and different land-use regions. The point-in-polygon
operator is performed for each pair of taxis in the OD flow. Notice that, if a pick-up (O) point is located
in region A and the drop-off (D) point is located in region B, then the item value of network flow matrix
from region A to region B is increased by 1 unit.

5. Experiments and Results

This section presents experiments on the spatial pattern analysis from taxi trajectories in Shenzhen.
We first investigate the relationship between the taxi data and land-use data. Then, the trip patterns of
taxi trips and the shortest paths are analyzed, and the correlation between trips and road structure is
revealed. Finally, network flow analytics for taxi data are studied for discovering spatial and temporal
taxi trip ODs.

5.1. Point Pattern Analytics

5.1.1. Relationship between Metro Stations and Taxi ODs

The relationship between ODs and the metro stations reveals the trip purposes. The drop-off

location of a trip (related to work, shopping, school, leisure and business) greatly affects the choices of
trip mode and the trip travel behavior. Taking metro stations as an example, we discuss the spatial
distance of the taxi pick-up events and taxi drop-off events (Table 3). The metro stations and lines
in Shenzhen are shown in Figure 6. Table 4 shows the statistical results for only taxi pick-up events,
only taxi drop-off events, the pair of pick-up events and drop-off events near the metro stations.
The percentage for the pair of pick-up events and drop-off events is smaller than that of only pick-up
events and only drop-off events. This is mainly because that when the origin and destination are both
near the metro stations, people may choose the subway instead of taxi for travel. Besides, the numbers
of the pick-up events are more than those of the drop-off events. The time of taxi data we used for
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analysis is 21:39:45. In this situation, people are more likely to use taxi services after taking subways
more than before taking subways.

Table 3. Statistics table of land-use types.

Types Area (km2) Percentage

Apartment 289.0484 14.47%
Business 10.7002 0.54%
Culture 0.8329 0.04%

Education 29.6237 1.48%
Facility 213.3491 10.68%

Grassland 357.9826 17.92%
Health 2.4545 0.12%
Parking 0.0974 0.00%

Sightseeing 200.5232 10.04%
Sports 13.8547 0.69%

Subway 0.8973 0.04%
Transport 12.3457 0.62%

Water 0.1379 0.01%
others 865.6224 43.34%
total 1997.47 100.00%

Table 4. Percentage of taxi pick-up and drop-off events of ODs near metro stations.

Radius (Meters) Only Pick-Up Events Only Drop-Off Events Pick-Up Events and
Drop-Off Events

100 5.10% 2.24% 0.18%
200 10.29% 6.40% 1.58%
300 16.64% 11.82% 5.4%
400 22.77% 17.84% 11.13%
500 27.98% 23.03% 17.31%

5.1.2. Relationship between Taxi Trip OD Density and Land-Use

Figure 8 (top) shows the pick-up (O) locations and Figure 8 (bottom) demonstrates the drop-off (D)
locations obtained by the proposed imNKDE method over the road network. The green color denotes
the lower imNKDE value, while the red color denotes the higher imNKDE value. In this figure, we can
observe that the results for the Os and Ds over the road network share similar patterns in the city-scale.
The highest two regions are Futian and Luohu Districts.

Table 5 shows the correlation results of OLS between the OD density and land-use. There is
significant correlation between taxi trip ODs and land-use types of business, facility, grassland, health,
subway, and transport. This indicates that there are more OD events occurring in these regions.
Furthermore, a significant negative correlation can be observed between the ODs and the land-use
with apartment, parking, sightseeing, sports and water. Finally, it can be observed that, for the class of
education, there is significant correlation between the drop-off events and the education class, while the
correlations between the pick-up events and the education class is the other way around. This means
there are more drop-off events than pick-up events in the education area. For the sightseeing region,
there is a significant negative correlation between the drop-off events and sightseeing class, while for
the pick-up events, the correlation is still negative however not significant. This means that there are
few drop-off events in sightseeing regions. This is because that the time of the taxi data was collected
at 21:39:45, when people may not go sightseeing at this time.
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Table 5. Correlation results between ODs and land-use.

Types Pick-Up Events Drop-Off Events

Coefficient p-Value Coefficient p-Value

Apartment −9.527 × 10−11 <0.05 −6.556 × 10−11 <0.05
Business 1.958 × 10−5 <0.05 1.471 × 10−5 <0.05
Culture 7.877 × 10−6 0.105 8.882 × 10−7 0.852

Education 5.212 × 10−7 0.619 3.745 × 10−6 <0.05
Facility 9.672 × 10−6 <0.05 1.114 × 10−5 <0.05

Grassland 2.838 × 10−13 <0.05 3.543 × 10−13 <0.05
Health 2.235 × 10−5 <0.05 2.844 × 10−5 <0.05
Parking −0.0001 0.107 −7.783 × 10−5 0.528

Sightseeing −7.093 × 10−9 0.991 −2.071 × 10−6 <0.05
Sports −3.282 × 10−6 <0.05 −3.333 × 10−6 <0.05

Subway 0.0002 <0.05 0.0002 <0.05
Transport 1.327 × 10−5 <0.05 1.079 × 10−5 <0.05

Water −5.584 × 10−6 <0.05 −3.374 × 10−6 <0.05

5.2. Trip Patterns for Taxi Trajectory Analytics

Figure 9 shows the hot road segments in taxi trip and shortest paths. Here, “hot road” means that
the road is used by more taxi trajectories. In Figure 9, hot roads index represents the number of taxi
trajectories or shortest paths using this road. It can be observed that the maximum value of hot roads
in taxi trips is larger than that in the shortest paths. This indicates that more diverse patterns exist in
taxi trips than that in the shortest paths. This is expected, as (in reality) drivers are likely to choose a
route with easy access, instead of the shortest path. Furthermore, the hot road segments for taxi trips
and shortest paths exhibit similar distributions in the city-scale. Notice that there are two regions with
a high number of hot roads in both maps: Futian District and Luohu District.

In order to further investigate the road structure that affect the taxi driver’s choices for taxi trips,
we perform an OLS analysis on the road structure and hot roads. Concerning the road structure, in this
work we consider two main factors, i.e., the number of road lanes and the road functional classes.
The obtained results are shown in Table 6. It can be observed that there is significant correlation
between the number of road lanes and hot roads (the coefficient is 0.0439) with p-value smaller than
0.05. This means that a road with more lanes is more likely to be a hot road, i.e., a road with more taxi
trips. This is reasonable, as (in reality) drivers favor roads with more lanes in any case. Furthermore,
a negative correlation is observed between the road functional classes and the hot roads (the coefficient
is −0.0405), which indicates that hot roads are more likely to happen in low road functional classes,
i.e., highways. In summary, we can conclude that taxi drivers prefer roads with more lanes or highways.
Normally, roads with more lanes and highways mean that there are less traffic jams, thus reducing the
time spent for a trip. Drivers are looking for the shortest path with less time.

Table 6. Correlations results between the road structure and hot roads.

Factor Variable Coefficient p-Value

Number of road lanes 0.0439 <0.05
Road functional

classes −0.0405 <0.05
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5.3. Network Flow Patterns between Taxi Trip ODs and Land-Use Types

The network flow patterns, from a spatial viewpoint (i.e., land-use types, along with the temporal
characteristics) are investigated in this study. For the taxi trip ODs, and according to time series,
they are divided into morning rush hours (07:00–09:00) and evening rush hours (17:00–19:00) on
Weekdays (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday) and weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
In Figures 10 and 11, different color of the circle in the outside means different land-use type. The arc
means the inter-network trip, which means the O and D are in different land-use type regions, or the
inner-network trip, which means the O and D are in regions with the same land-use type. For example,
in Figures 10 and 11, the orange part of the circle represents the education region. First, the orange
arc in the orange part means that the taxi trip is from education region to education region. Second,
the orange arc between orange part and other parts means that the taxi trip is from education region to
other regions. For example, the orange arc between orange part and light blue part means that people
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travel from education region to business region. Third, the arc in other colors between orange part
and other parts means that the taxi trip is from other regions to education region. Such as the blue
arc between orange part and blue part means people travel from apartment region to education part.
In Figure 10, the network flow of taxi trip ODs on weekdays, and Figure 11 illustrates the network
flow of taxi trip ODs on weekends, respectively. The results indicate that the top six land-use types
OD activities are apartment, business, education, sightseeing, subway, and facility. In the morning
rush hours on weekdays, people tend to go out of the apartment and enter in the business area by
taxi. It is interesting to derive the same observation for weekends. This is somehow understandable,
as Shenzhen is a very busy city and many people work on weekends. In the evening rush hours,
the most abundant network flow is from the business region to the apartment region on both weekdays
and weekends. This is expected, since people are back to home after work. It should be noted that the
evening rush hour on weekends shares very similar patterns as the evening rush hour on weekdays.
However, in the morning rush hours, there are some differences among different regions in the network
flows. First of all, in the subway region (on weekdays), the network flow is only from apartment to
subway, while (on weekends) it is the other way around, as there are only outgoing network flows on
weekends. This might be due to the fact that, on weekends, people at apartments may receive visitors
who are likely choose metro as part of their trip. Furthermore, in the education region, on weekdays,
there is a network flow from education to business. This most likely happens because parents send
kids to the school first and then go to their business. As it can be observed, there is a network flow
from apartment to education. However, on weekends, there is still a network flow from apartment to
education. This is because parents very often take kids to training schools on weekends. However,
there is no network flow from education to business. Instead, there is a network flow from business to
education. This is most likely because parents go to pick up kids after training from work.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The better understanding of taxi trip patterns is important for transport planning optimization.
First, with the country’s vigorous promotion of new energy fields and a series of policy support,
there are more and more new energy vehicles. It is very important to choose the appropriate sites for
charging stations. The spatial distribution of OD densities based on imNKDE could help us know the
main area of taxi trip, which could provide reference for the site selection. Meanwhile, the knowledge
of ODs densities could guide the setting of stops for taxis. The proper setting of taxi stops can effectively
reduce traffic jams and enhance the city image. Second, due to some reasons, such as the traffic jams,
road maintenance and others, there are many taxi trips do not follow the shortest path rule. Therefore,
with the relationship analysis between taxi trip and shortest path, the decision makers could know the
possible deficiencies in the current transportation network, and design new strategies to improve the
traffic network and promote the development of traffic. Last but not least, the network flow pattern of
taxi trip could reflect the relationship between taxi trip and land-use, it can provide a guidance for
traffic planning in other cities.

In this paper, we have developed a new method to identify the spatial variety in travel patterns
from taxi mobility data and land-use. A main innovation of our method is that it considers the point,
trip and network aspects simultaneously, as opposed to other existing methods. Another important
contribution of our work is the development of a new improved network kernel density estimation
(imNKDE) algorithm, with the capability of efficiently estimating the density of OD pairs from massive
taxi trajectory data, to identify the spatial patterns from such density and land-use data. We also
introduce the use of trip patterns to measure the relationship between taxi trips and taxi routes based
on their similarities. Last but not least, another important contribution of this work is the incorporation
of network flow pattern analytics to model the differences between taxi trip ODs and land-use data.

Our experimental results, conducted using a case study in the city of Shenzhen, China (including
taxi mobility data, land-use data and road network data), demonstrate that our newly developed
method can process large amounts of taxi trajectories and accurately identify network flow patterns,
which are further exploited to discover the spatial interactions among different districts and land-use
areas. Our spatial-temporal analytics is multi-source data-driven since there are more cities can
be applicable using our methods. Although our method uses an efficient shared memory parallel
implementation to estimate the OD densities for each subarea, in the future we will develop a graphics
processing unit (GPU)-based implementation that will accelerate the processing of large amounts of
data even more, aiming at real-time processing of trajectory data, which may greatly assist in traffic
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monitoring and control. Meanwhile, we will further analyze the relationship between taxi trip patterns
and land-use and provide a reference for traffic planning.
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